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ABSTRACT

The r_clearm_gnetic resor_ce (NMR) properties of very high density SHe in metals

are dL_ossed in the oc_textof the corre_cr_ properties in relativelyhigh density
bulk SHe, In particular, the effects of SHe diffusion on the contribution of the

3He-3He dipolar interaction to the lineshape and to the spln-lattlce relaxation

parameter (TI) are described, lt is shown that the temperature dependence of the

llneshapeand of TI are irrk_pendentsources of information about helicondensity and

also abouthelium diffusivity.Moreover, T1 is shown to be a sensitive indicator of

melting transitions in bulk SHe, Palladium tritide is presented as a model system
for NMR studies of SHe in metals, Experimental NMR studies of this system reveal
behavior analogous to w_mt haz been observed for bulk helium. Evidence for a 3He

phase t_ansltionnear 250 K is provided by the temperaturedependence of TI. Assuning
this tobe a melting tTansitim, a ck_nslty.isobtained fro_ the bulk helium E0S that is

Jn gcoda&re,:_n_.ntwith tlw_ot7 toldwith s_elling_eJnents on related metal tritides,

31k_NMR m_sure_ents have also provided infot_natlonabout the density distribution,

helltLm diffusivity, and mean bubble size in palladium tritide.



1. INTRODUCTION

N_:]ear magnetic resorance (N_,R) ts, in principle, an t_al technique for studytng
3He in metals If the hellu_ concentration _ sufficient to overcome the InI_erent

sensitivity [imitation of NMR (=lO_°.lOX_ spins) and if the host metal is

T_orrnagnetlc,then _ ex]>erimentscan be ex])ectedto provide slgniflcantinfonnation

about the properties of SHe in that particular host. BecAuse of the sensitivity

llmitation, materials containing SHe via Ion-implantatlon are difficult to study.
This is illustratedby the work of Weaver, et al [I] on Ion-lmplante_Pd, in which a

specially designed NMR probe cooled by liquid helium provided a limited amount of

information.For this reason,most NMR studies of SHe in metals have been performed

on metal tritides,in which the helium is implanted with very littlekinetic energy by

triton ck_cay(= 12 year half-life).A homogeneous tritide will result in homogeneous

deposition of SHe. A typical metal tritide requires about five months of decay
before a useful SHe slgnal is obtained. Becatk_eof the radlolytichazards associated

with tritium,eithersp:_lalc_taJnr_t or _'_nplepreparationproca<lureswill generallybe required.

Tr_ SHe NMRst_._tes of Bo_n_m [2] on the tritides of lithium, tttanfu_, and uranium

il],mtTate the "tritiun trick" approach. Hc_ever, these r_terials are not necessarily
representative of helium tn metals; certainly not MT, which is an Ionic salt. 'Frm only

one of these for which a temperature-dependent NMR study was performed was UT3 [3]
which, unfortunately, is ferrc,nagnetic below about 200 K. Consequently, the magnetic
properties of SHe are obscured in this cn_cial temperature range. Nonetheless, this
work did provide microscopic evidence that the SHe was in bubbles and not on host

latticeInterstitialsites, The transmissionelectron microscopy (TEM) work of Th_

and Mintz [4] on palladium tritide (PdT0 6) provided the first direct images of
bubbles in a metal tritide. Since then, }_bbles have been imaged in several other
tritides as well [5],

Subsequent to the TDt work on PdT0 6' NMR studies of sHe in palladium tritide by
Abell and Attalla [6] provided evide.'nce for a melting transition near 250K and also

provided information atx,x helium diffusivity in solid high-density he].lum. The density
obtalnedfrom the observedmelting temperatureusing the Ixtlkhelium equatlon-of-state

(EDS)was consist__ntwith theoreticalpredictionsof Wolf.er[7] and also with densities

inferred from dilatometry measurements on the tritides of NI>and Ta [8]. Aftei:
additional aging of the palladium tritidematerial, detalled NMR armlysls revealed a
range of melting t_rature_, iran whlcha distr_tion of densitiescould be inferred

[9],Thiswork d_nonstratedthe potency of the NMR technique for providingfundamental
information about SHe in metals.

The present article describesthe observed NMR behavior of SHe in palladium tritide,
which is tksed as a model system to illustrate the kind of information about Site in

metals that can be obtained via NMR. The article begins with a descriptionof the NMR

behavior of bu!_k SHe as lt relates to the corresponding behavior of SHe in

metals. The t_dorlying tlx_oryis briefly reviewed in order to exp]ain th.:effects of
motion on b_R relaxation m_d lineshape paraneters, and to 111tu_tratethe d_fferent

mot_onal regimes. Against this backdrop, the NMR behavior of _He in palladlt_ ,

tritide is tJ_.ndescribed in relation to such fundamental properties as density and

self-dlffuslon. Hydrogen isotope effects on _He llneshape and TI parameters in
pa]la_liumtritide, due to interaction of _He with hydrogen at the bubble surface,
are also discussed.
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II, h,_[RBACKGROUND.

If mlrfaceeffc_ts can be i_ored, the _[R properties of SHe in highly pressurized

nra-bubblesshould be essentlally those of _llk SHe of c_m_arable density. For bulk
densitiesgreater than about 0.056 moles/cre_, the helium-helium _e interaction

[I0]is tnim?ortant,and the balk NMR behavior is dominatedby the dipolar interaction

betwc_n the ri_cle_rspins and by the modulationof this interaction due to diffusive

motion. The NMR properties of bulk _He in thlsdiff_mlve regime have been determined
for a range of densitiesup to a m_tim,_ densityof only about 0,060 moles/cre_. (The

density of SHe in bubbles is "0.2 moles/cre_ [6, 8].) Nonetheless, the

tbeoretlcalunderstar_in_of NMR characteristics for this relatively simple system

providesthe habls for prediction of certainproperties at much higher densities than

ha_.,ebeen observed for bulk 3He, The point of departure for understanding the NMR

properties of bulk SHe is the Hamiltonlan for a system of interacting spin-I/2
nuclei in a uniform magnetic field [II]:

H - Hz + HD. (I)

The term

HZ - -7_HIz (2)

is the Zee_%n interaction of the spin system with an external magnetic field of

magnitudeH directed along the z-axis. 7be quantity7 is the gyr_tlc ratio of a

_Be nucleus, while Iz represents the component of the total spin angular mo_erjtum
along the external field direction and _ is Planck's constant divided by 2,. The

last term in eqn. (I) is the dipolar interaction, i.e., coupling of a spin to the

magnetic dipole fields of neighboring spins, for which the classical expression is

HD - Z[_i._j/(rij) 3 - 3(_i._ij)(_j.rij)/(rij)5 ] (3)

In this equation, the quantity _i is the magnetic moment of nualeus i, rij is
the intem_lear v_ctorbet_eennuclei i and J, and the sum is over ali distinct-palrs

of nuclei, In most NMR studies, HD is much smaller than NZ and is accurately
treated by perturbation theory.

lt is clear from the form of eqn. (3) that motion of the nuclei will modulate the

dipolarinteraction.At low erich temperatures,the motion will be sufficientlyslow

that only the instantaneous value of HD will be relevant. The effect of HD
in thiscaseis to broadenthe spectrumrelativeto that for free spins. This regime is

called the rigid- or statlc-latticelimit; linewldthanalysis in this limit provides

structural information. For fast isotrop,!cmotion, <HD> - 0 (the angular brackets
here der_tean appropriateti_e.average)in firstorder and to this extent, there is no

bToadenlng. Fluctuations of HD represent second-order effects which provide a

mechanlsvnfor spln-lattice (TI) re1_xatlon, This latter regime is the motlonally

narrowed ]Imlt; a study of TI in this limit provides dynamical information.

The way in which these different regimes fall out of the Hamiltonian (i) is best '

appreciatedby expressing the dipolar interaction in tel_s ot spin operators, HD
t_n consistsof six ¢_itu_-mecha;dcal operatorsfor each pair of r_clei, ha_ing the
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form'

°li" RijllJ' (4)

]heseoperatorshave matrixelements connecting nuclear Zeeman states (the eigenstates

_f HZ) which differ in total magnetic spin quantum number_m by either O, I, or 2.

Each operator O11 is a product of a spin function Ii4 (which is itself a product

/iC splh operato% for nuc)eus i with one for r,Jcleus_) and a spatial fur_tlon R...
n oeperK1s orl t/_ length and orientation relative to the --t_--_ =.-_ .... xj

For sufficientlyslow motion, it is the instantaneous value of H_ that mate=_=, i_i

this static-lattlce limit, only the Am 0 matrix elements (i.eU., the secular or

filrst_orderterms) of the Oil operators are important in the overall Hamiltonian

(). l.tthere were no dipol_ar•interaction (i.e., HD-O), the spectl_im..whichincludesali possible trartsltionswith Am-l--would consist of a single ne at the
Larmor frequency, defined as'

- " vR. (5)

When ND_0 (i,e., the case of static dlpolar coupling) the spectrum is
broadened out about _0' The broadening is due to the multiplicity of values that
the secular pertulhation can assure as a _ of its _ on spin operators
for each rucleus in the coupled array (the spin quantum r_m/_er for each SHe ntmleus

is +_!12).Moreover, in a polycrystalllne sample, the Jillare distributed randc_mly

in all directions, resulting in a smeared out spectrum ei,en for a two-spln system.

Apart fromspecial _, there is no exact solutionfor the Hamiltonian of eqn. (I) in

the statlc-latticelimit.1]3usan exact solutionof the res_ shape is not possible

in thislimit.Nonetheless,the method of momentsintroducedby Van Vleck [121 allows a
determinationof propertiesof the re__x_e llnewithout explicit determination of the

eigensolutlons.Thus in the case of equivalent SHe spins, the second moment of the

resonance llneshape, which is defined very generally as

f®

M2 " ] (_0)2g(_)d_' (6)

(_g(_) is the llneshape function) is determlned precisely by the method ofmoments to be

M2 - (9/16)74_2Zk(l-3cos28jk)2/(rjk)6 (7)

In this expression, M2 is in frequency units and 8jk is the ang]e between £jkand the external field.

]_e ]attlcesum in eqn. (7)has b__ de_nnlne_ for_variousinfinite lattice stlnJctnJre.s

[13],and cal be2expressed eit}_r in unlts of I/a6 (a being the lattice par_r,_:ter)or

in units of p, where p is the SHe density. %then expressed in terms of .

p, t.be]attlce sum is nearly irKieper_lentof structure. The remaining quantities in

eqn. (7) are precisely known, and for SHe in a close-packed structure

" M2 - 544 5p2' ' (8)
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with M2 In _,nltsof Gauss2 (the colwe_[slonbetween Gauss and frequency units is
given by eqn, (5)) and p in mole/cre_. The experimental determination of M2 is
relativelystral_,tforward,or_e it is &_moustratedthat the static-lattice llmlt has

be(_ achieved.A good e_nple of the treeof M2 to obtain structural information is the
proton NMR work of Bowman, et al [14] on zirconium hydride.

The effects of motion ¢km to self-diffuslon of the _He nuclel on the Hamiltonian

given by eqn. (I) will now bedescribed, following the work of Schllchter [II]. The
motion is characterized by a correlation time r which is essentially the time

bet._ec_diffusivehops. lt is appropriatehere to define more precisely the criterion

for distinguishing the statlc-lattice (large _) and motionally-narrowed (small

f) regimes, Clearly there is an intermediate range for r corresponding to a
crossoverbetw_m d___etwo motionalreghnes.T_Liscrossover re61nm, which is difficult

to characterize quantitatively, Is defined by the condition

_dr- i, (g)

where _d-/M2 Is a frequency characterlzlng the strength of the dipolar
II;Itera<'.tlo_.T_e changeoverfrom the broad statlc-lattlcellne to a relatively narrow

line gererallyloccursover a small range of values for r. For the_lly activated
idiffusion

- roexp(W/T), (IO)

where W- Ea/k is the activation energy in units of degrees Kelvin and fO is the
correlatlontime in t_ hlgh-tesperaturelimit,_¢k,hstlt_tionof eqn. (IO) into eqn. (9)

gives the temperature,TN, at which the narrowing condition expressed by eqn. (9) is
satisfied'

TN - -W/In(_drO). (Ii)

In the case of fast l__iro_Ic motion satisfying the condition T<<(_d)'l, the

secular terms (terms in HD which produce flrst-order effects) get averaged to
zero.Tins,therelevantzero-thorderdescriptionism_eofnon-lnteractlngspins,vlz.
nhe elgensolutiom of the Z_man R.miltoni_ (eq.. (2)). _ts of the fluctuating
dipolar field (the dipolar field is defined by eqn. (3)) which are _transve_ to the
staticfieldH, can cause changes in the ensemble.averagednuclear spin mag_letlzatlon

parallelto the staticfield,i.e., c_ange in <F_z>.A good analogy for this effect is

the manipJlatlonof ¢iz> by an applied rf-fleld transverse to the static field (this
is the "ex])erlmental]_andle"in pulsed NMR experiments). But this is a resonance

phen_non--the applied rf must provide a magnetization vector which rotates in the

tTansversep]ane at the Lqrmor freque_e_y_00,defined by eqn. (5), in order to give
a finiteprobabilityfor transitionsbetw_ Zambianstates.These latter transitionsare

ultimately_,ind m_y changes in <21z>.In the ._wneway, transverse c_ponents of the

fluctuating dipolar field which are precesslng at _0 provide a mechanism for

chapping41z>, This relaxation pr_ess i_wol_.esa transfer of e_r_D' bethe,en the spin ,
syst_nand the p_x_ moig,.sassociatedwith s_elf-diff_._sion;it is thus a spin-lattlceor

T1 process. The relaxatlon will be _st efficient when the amplitude at _0 of
the Fourier spectrum of the flucttmtlng dipolar field is optimum. This occurs when

_0 _ m I and is manifested by a minimum value for T1 as a function of r
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(i,e,,as a f_.'tlon of te_perature..see eqn, (I0)), Q_antltatlve armlysis of this
relaxation mechanism gives the _'esult [i0]

I/T1 " (2M2/3)[r/(l+r2w02) + 4r/(l+4r2w02)]' (12)

The m_gnitudeof T1 at the minimum is determinedas an extremum of this equation to be

(Tl)min" l'05WO/H2' (13)

If thereare no additionalrelaxationmec_dsms inplay, it follows from eqtmtlons (8)

and (13) that determination of (Tl)mln provides a measure of the density,
Dete_dnatlon of T1 as a function of te_rature provides dynamical information via

the parameter r in eqn. (12), lt is clear that a discontinuous change in r will
be manifested as a discontinuity in TI, A 3He melting transition involves abrupt
changes in the concentration and mobility of vacancies, which determine
self-dlffuslon For bulk SHe _ a....... _ SHe
...... ' ' _i _c_eases Dy a _actor of =, I0_ _ o_,
zrom r__ sol lO to the llq_fld _=_e rf51 lt fo _ ........... - "" _ .... 6

- t-_ L J. _s _na_ a sn_y al TI as a furmtlon
of the appropriate intensive variable (p or T in the case of SHe) can be used to
monitor the meltlng transition. The work of Holcor_ and Norberg [16] illustrates the

a,tuJy of t.beteJ_erat_Ire-&_perx_nceof TI as a means of obtaining infon_tlon about

self-diffusion in alkali metals, wi_ch--just as for solid SHe-.Is via a vacancy
mechanism,A simillar study of self.¢;ffuslonin bulk solid SHe [17] shows that the

diffusion activation energy W is a m_ _tonlcallyIrmreaslng function of density.

III, NMR Properties of SHe in Palladium Tritide.

A. Effects due to SHe. SHe dipolar interaction,

The NMR be}mylar of bulk solid SHe as describedabove provides a back_rour_ for the

follc_ng discussionof the observed NMR behavior of SHe in aged palladium tritide

[6],[9],[18],[19]. Figure 1 shows the SHe spln-lattlce relaxation parameter (TI)'

representedby the filled circles, as a functionof teaperaturein l-ye_r.old Po'r0.6
(He/Pd atomic ratio = 0.030). The major feature in fig. I is the abrupt cha:_e in
TI near 250 K. Assuming that this is due to a solid/fluid melting transition and

assuming that the bulk beli_ equation-of-state (BOS) applies, the helium density
(p) is found to be 0.20 cma/mole. Another important feature in fig. I is the
existence of a __ for TI, which could be a consequence of activated diffusive

motion modulating the SHe dlpolar interaction. If so, then equation (12) allows
• (essentially, the time between diffusive hops) to be determined from the T

data, The result_ of this latterlarmlysis are represented in fig. I by the soli_
triangles, which correspond to •" , s_own on the right-ha_d scale. From eqn. (i0),
the slope of the semilog plot of •'_ vs. I/T gives an activation ener of 0.032
eV (i e , _-370 K) for the SHe self diffusion This resu KY' " " , lt ts consistent with an

extrapolationfrom much lower densities of the density dependence of W determined for
bulk solid SHe [6], [17].

A significant test of the hypothesis that the relaxation mechanism is diffusive

modu]atlon of the dipolar interaction is provided by eqn, (ii), which allows a

predictionof the characteristic temperature for motional narrowing, TN, Using the '
A_J_errduspar_w_etersobtained from the fit of the solid trlang]es in fig. 1 to the

inverse o._eqn, (I0), and a value for M_ obtained from eqn, (8) with p-0.20
mole_/cm (remembering that wd . /M2) ' eqn (Ii) gives the result
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T-'34!5 K, Figure. 2 shows the measured SHe llnewldth at _O/2_-143M]qz
[_8] as a f_u_'.tionof t(_r,×,ra_'t_'e in palladi_mcontaln._ngHe/Pals0,3. (I]_ismaterial

was aged =8 years as a tritide (PdT0 6), and then detrltlded by ambient
t_11_,_raturee_racuati.oo[19],)Abn_atnarr_ L_ ob_1_d to _ in the range 30-45K,

which agreeswith t_ predictedresult.Analysisof the statlc-lattice lines_zpe at 4 K

provides a val_le for M2 which, when substituted in eqn, (8), gives the result
: _-0,18 moles/cre. (Thecorrection for finite bubble size i_ presttned to be small,)

The accuracD' of this result is probably no better than about _+0.03, c_e to a fairly

lm'gecorrectlc_nfor m_et.Jc stu=r_eptJb_lityeff_ts in palladdummetal, (lTm broadening

due to susceptlbil_ty effects sca!e_ with u_0,whereas that due. to the dipolar

interactionis independentof _D') M_Itlng te;_eratnlreinformation obtained from a

study of T1 vs. te_mperaturef_r the same sample [18] indicates thst the mean SRe
density is about 0.!5 moles/cre, which agn'eesreaso[_ablywell wi._hthe determination

from _ lineshapeanalysis, _Note that wi_ilethe prediction for TN given earlier was

based ,on p-0.20 moles/cm_, W is not a strong function of p so,that the
predicted Tti is reduced only to about 30 K using p-0,15 mole's/cre',) These

results constit_te very strong evidence that for.T < Tm, the I_ behavior of _He
in pailadit_ tritide is essentially that expected for bulk _He at a comparable
density.

,

l]nereis one difficultyin there._ts describedtiLLSfar:using eqns. (8) and (13)_ the

observed magrLit_._deof T1 at the minimum in fig, i gives p = 0.13 moles/cre_ for

the one-year-old_ladit_ _Io. This result is significantly ._aller than the value
of 0.20 moles/cre obtained from Tm, The discrepa_cy in the density is n_re apparent
than real because, as will be shown, the melting temperature inforn_tion implies a
moderatelybroad dlst_tion of densities,Thus by eqns. (8), (i0), m_d (12), and the

fact that W depends on p, there is a corresponding distribution of Tl'S. The
observed T minhmz_, obta'red from the superposltion of the diff,,rent I'"s--each

with its own m_-.em,'he _pprecLablylargert__ the rema3tglx_nby eqn. _3) using

the mean density, The difficulty is that eqns, (8) through (13) are based on the

strlbution into account. For eqn. (8), tillsamount= to using <# > in place of, but for the other equations the modifications are not so straightforward.

Nonetheless,so l_s the distrIbati_nis not toob_, the _or L_ _mlltatlwly

the same as for a homogeneous s>stem.

The evidence for a distributionof densities in the one-year-oldpalladium sample fs

that between. 200 m_d 280K, TI is s_ongly r_ponential, whereas outside this range

it is ostensiblyex_orentlal,Moreover, the none.x_nentlalTl'S are well describedby
a sum of t_o exponentialshaving the characteristicsof the two phases outside this

rm_ge. Figure 3 sl_ow_T1 _ta taken for the same sample shown in fig. 1 after aging
for two years (He/Pd_0.060),and Inclu_s the results from a two-ex_>onentlalfit in

the mixed phase region. The observed dependence of T1 on w0 in the solid phase
is consistentw_th eqn. (13),Frc_ the TI analysis,one also gets the mole fraction of
SRe in each p1_aseas a function of temperature. Flg_re 4 shows the f]uld phase

fractionvs, t_m_peraturefor tie two-year-oldmaterial,Fig_me 5 c_res a distril_tlon

f_u_ctionderived from the information In figure 4 [9] usi_ the bulk EOS wlth one

obtained in a similiar n_nner for,the Pd _terial with He/Pal's0.3(the 8-year-old '

Pd),Bec_iceof the a_)roxlmatic_sl_Ived in t_ _analysls,the dlstril_tlons shown in

fig, 5 are faLrlycrude,repre_entationsof the actimldistributions,In fact, a blmodal

distr_butlonwould not be Inconslst_ntwith the observed SHe melting behavior in t_e
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two cUffcreJ-_t s_nple_s, ]he extster_-_ of a dt.stn-tbut.t,c_n of d_stttes is c_lft_ for the

8-year-old seanpleby the observation [18] of coexisting broad and narrow SHe

lln._eq_ec_r_c_,_itsin the ti_7_-_.raturera_e (30-45K)where nK)tlonal.r_'_rrowlngoccurs

(seefigure2), ]l_isobset_rationis understood by recog_Izlng that eqn, (Ii) implies a

distribution for TN corresponding to that for p.

The evolution of the density distribution with age (i,e.,-He/Pd atomic ratio) in

palladium tritide is represented in figure 6, which shows the range of melting

temperatures as a function of age, lt is clear from figures 5 and 6 that the

distributionbroaclm_with age and ._4_iftsto Ic_erdensities. _e mean density obtained

frc_nthe data in fig. 6 systematically decreases with age, from a value o_ 0,21
moles/cs3 when He/Pd-O.017 (0.55-year-oldsample), to a value of 0.15 moles/cs_ when

He/Pd-0,3 (8-year-old sample),

_. Effects due to SHe interactions with unlike spins

CaloriD_trym,as_u'enmntsreveal [19] t_Latw_en aged palladium tritide is evactmted at

_rbie_ttz_nperat_n'e,an anmmntof tTitlumremairmabsorbed in the material considerably

in excessof the expected amotnltbased on the known solubility of tritium in unaged

pa]laditm[20].F_g_re7 is a plot of the e.xce_sabsorbedtrltltmas a f_n_ctlonof He/Pd

atomicratio;it re\_alst_at t_ concentrationof excess tritium ([T]xs is defined as
the T/Pd atomic ratio in excess of the equJlibrit_nsolubility ratio) scales with the

2/B-powerof the SHe concentration, l'nlsz'esultsuggests that [T]xs is associated

with the babble sub-face.Assuming trapping at the bubble/metal interface, [T]xs for
the samplewith Be/Pd-O,O050 correspondsto a "surface coverage" of =3-4 monolayers,

_l_ise_timateuse_ the TEM detennlnatlonof bubble size in a comparably-aged palladium

tritide [4].

If a largefractionof the excesstritiumis in close proximityto the bubbles, then the
tritium nuclei can influence the SHe NMR,behavior through the SH-SHe dipolar

interaction(given also by eqn, (3)), Am importantfactor in this regard is that SH

has the largestmagretlc momentof any rt_leus,But how can cx_edetermirewhether or not

the SHe h_R is influenced by the SH spins? Exchange of hydrogen isotopes in

palladium at near ambient temperatures _is straightforward {2_] and, because

7(IH)/7(SH)_0.2, replacement of tritium by deuterium will greatly

diminish the hydrogen-helium dipolar coupling.

Figure 8 ccxnparesthe SHe lineshape at 300 K (_a) and the temperature dependence of

the SHe TI (8b)before and after replacement of tritium by deuterium in

PdT0.o7SHeo.3 (8-year-old palladium tritide sample). These results provide
strongmicroscopic evidence that a significant fraction of the tritium is in close

proximityto the helium bubbles. The observation at 300 K of significant llneshape

effects due to _H-_He dipolar coupling is not inconsistent with rapid SH_

motion, given the highly anlsotroplc nature of the motion.

An analysis, using a continuum approximation, of the problem of SHe spins

li_teractiilgwith SH spins trapped at tJ_ebobble surface [22] predicts that if both

sTdnsT_._lesare highlym_bile, the secular terns from t_ d_polar interaction average .

to zero, Th_s, in this limit, a hydrogen isotopeeffect on the SHe Ill.shape is not

e._:pected,However, in the li_nitof highly mobile SHe spins and static SH spins,

the analysis predicts a residual broadening with a second moment given by'
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<(M2)IS > - (8.2/15)(h71TS)2(Ns/NI)PI/r 3,
(14)

where I,S refer to SHe, SH spins respectively and r is the radius of the shell

of trappedtritium spins (p_esunedto be trappedat the bubble sul-face),'1_neangular
bracketson the left-handside of eqn0 (14) denote a time-ave_*agingover the motion of

the I s_ins. Usln_ in eqn (14) the values Ns/NI-0025 (from figure 7)

pi-_O23spins/cm" ('He atomic density), and ,<_M2g_)l_>-6_+4xlO_sec" obtainedfrom an analysis of the lineshape informationin oa, gives the
result r-l.OiO.2nmfor the 8-year-old materlal. This value of r seems to be on the

low side; it may be that the SHe mobility is not large enough to give complete

averaging,This q_:.stion can pr_,.._rL_blybe.re_olvedby a 3_rature.depe.ndent sttbdyof
the llnesh_">e effect, Given that Pl/N. = r" and assuming that N_ =

r2 (see figure 7), eqn. (14) predicts that <(M2)IS> scales with I/r4, _The

resld_mldipolar broadening of the SHe li_sh_pe by surface-trapped hydrogen should
therefore provide a fairly sensitive probe of mean bubble size,

_he cont_nmm analysisalso providesan estimate,similiarto eqn. (13), for the optimum

spln-]attice relaxation available from the IS-dipolar interaction'

(TI)IS > _0/(M2)IS. (15)

In this expression, (M2)IS is the contribution of the hellum-hydrogen dipolar
interactionto the second moment of the helium line_hape in the limit when both spin
species are static, lt is given by [22]

(M2)IS- (_/30)(_717S)" ,Ns/NI)Pl/d3, (16)

where d is the separationbetween the oute_'m_stspe layer and the innermost shell of

trapped tritiumspins, The observed behavior of (TI)IS, ¢kguced from figure 8b using

I/TI(3H) - I/TI(_H) + I/(TI)IS, (17)

isconsistentwithd< 0.25rra,whichsurportsthehypothesisthatthetritiumistrapped
at the bubble/metal interface.

The above results indicate that experimentaldetermination of the effects of either

SH or IH spins (the magnetic properties of IH are very slmillar to those of

SH), on SHe lineshape and relaxation parameters can provide information about

bubblegeometryand about dynamics of hydrogen species trap_d at the bubble surface.
However additional experimental work is needed to establish these results.

IV. Conclusions

This review has attempted to demonstrate the utility of SHe h_n_Rfor providing

ft_idamentalInfonr,_tlonabout belltrnin metals. Infon_tlon about hel:[um deI_sityand

mobility ha_ been obtained from measurements of 3He llneshape and spln-lattlce

rejection timeF,_raneters.}_abb]esize infot_itionand infoI_tion related to |_ych'ogen'

trailedat the bulgolez6netalinterfacehave _-en obtained by studyir_ hydrogen isotope
effects on the _He N_[Rbehavior. While f'_lamental characterization of helium In

metals via SBe NMR has for the most part been limited to the palladium trlti(le
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s_,str_, t_ tr_duflq_ _fld be_cL_ful for o_F_r syst¢_r_s as _ll, l_e t_itic_s of _'_
IV _ud V m_,ta]sin pal-ticuiarshould be viable candidates, _cause of the inherent

s_._-L_itivit'y ]_mltationof _R, sh_y of ton-tr_dm_t_t m_terlalswill be more difficult,

Appllcat/c_to feiTur_tlc nmterial_ will be limited to ta_peratures above the Ourle

transition,There is probably much t_at can be gainedby exter_ t_ technique, In

particular, implementation of magic angle sample spinning and double resonance

terJ_lqu_.smay allowmore detailedcharacterizationof helium In favorable systems such

as palladium tritide.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure i. Tempel_aturedependence in l-year-old PdT0 6 of SHe TI relaxation ti.m_
(filled circles, left-hand scale) at 25 MHz; and of SHe Jump frequency

-= (filled trlang'[es0rlght-hand scale) obtained from the T 1 data via eqn. (12).

Figure 2. Spectral llnewidth of SHe in 8-yr-old PdTx as a function of temperature

(_0/2_ - 142.SMHz).

,_ Figure 3. Temperature dependence _of SHe T1 in 2-year-old PdT 0 6 at 45.7 MHz
(filledcircles)_i_d25 _z (filleddianomds),lhc curvesare from an ey_ll fit to the

solid phase TI data.

Fig_tre4. Fluid ?h_e fraction, fL' of SHe in 2-year-old PdT0,6 as a function of
temperature.

Figure 5. The dm_hed cL_ve shows the ck_nsltydistribution for SHe in 2-year-old

PdTx derivedfrc_ntl_ fit to the data sl_mcnin ,1_Ig.4, Lrsingthe bulk helium EDS. The
solid curve show!;the density distribution obtained for 3He in 8-year-old PdT×
[18).

Figure 6. Age dependenceof sI{efluid phase fraction in palladium tritide; diamonds,

0.55-year-old;triangles,2-year-old; squares, 4-year-old; circles, 8-year-old. The
solid curves are linear fits to the ¢,orresponding data.

Figure 7. Excess absorbed trltil_n(see text for defirdtlon) as a function of SHe

concentration. _he curve is from a least-squares flt, ass_nlng a 2/3-power law

relationship.

Figure 8. 3He lirm_shap_at 300 K (a) and _-pln-latticerelaxationtime (b) before and

after reFlacement of SH by _H in PdT0.07SHe0.3 .
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Figure 2. Spectral line.width of SHe tn 8-zr-old PaTx as a function of temperature
(o0/2_ = 142.8MHz).
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Figure 6. Age dependence of =He fluid phase fraction in palladium txittde; diamonds,
0.55°year-old;rrl_les, 2-ye_-old;squares,4-yeax-old;circles,8-year-old.The
solid curves are linear fits to the correspondJ.ng data.
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Figure 7. Excessabsorbedtritium(seetext for definition)as j fu_tlon of SHe

concentration.The curve is from a least-squares fit, assu_ing a 2/3-power law
relatlonship.
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